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About This Content

The battles haven't stopped raging in the kingdom! Invisible Threat contains three new episodes for true tower defense fans.
We've spent more time on balancing the levels for Steam players. We've also added new enemies to diversify the game. You'll

need to use new tactics to beat them!

Key Features

• Three new episodes
Wasteland – orcs have hidden amongst sharp and dangerous cliffs.

Fiery Plateau – destroy all the enemies on a burning plateau.
Mystic Valley – defend yourself against mystical creatures in an enchanted forest.
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• Four new units, each with its own unique abilities.
Skeleton, Necromancer, Fire Elemental, Nature Elemental.

• Four new achievements. Unique quests made specially for the new episodes. Challenge yourself with exciting trials!

• The DLC also contains 150 free crystals for store upgrades. You can spend them however you like, since you don't need them
to complete the game.

Please leave your comments and suggestions for improving the game and the genre!
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Title: Royal Defense - Invisible Threat
Genre: Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Good Games, Creobit
Publisher:
8Floor
Release Date: 4 Dec, 2014

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP3

Processor: 1500 MHz

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: OpenGL 3.0 compliant with 1.0GB of video RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 75 MB available space

English,Italian,German,Dutch,Russian
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looked good seemed to promised lots of sexy girls but..... it was lackluster, story seemed lame and flat animation was alright but
for 2017 should be a bit better, It's worth it if you can get it for $2.. 1st level : easy
2nd level : still easy
3rd level : *uninstalls the game*

basically the game on 3rd level and higher is harder than playing geometry dash being blindfolded.. It took me like 10mins to
figure out how to join, but its absolutely cool game, it reminds me old days when i watch Xiao Xiao fights and other stickman
fights :). Good and Fun RPG to play with friends. My god what's going on here?. A true rogue-like. Steep learning curve but fun
once you get the hang of it.. You can buy a lot better games for this price.
This is the type of game that should be free.
It's a joke that they want you to pay for this.
It's poorly made and it has too little content.
I would enjoy playing if it was more polished.
But it just looks like a memetastic cash grab.
Selling these games really should be banned.
Simple games can be fun, but this one isn't.
The quality is lower than actual free games.. Awesome Roguelike game! Incredibly addictive!. Wonderful relaxing problem
solving game. Very Enjoyable.. THIS IS MY FAVORITE GAME OF ALL TIME IT HAS SURPASSED ANY AAA GAME
AND/OR INDIE GAME ThAT I HAVE EVER PLAYED IN MY ENTIRE LIFE THE GRAPHICS WILL CHALLENGE
EVEN MINECRAFT

EDIT: GOOD SHOOTING
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A good detective with an interesting story and the innovative way to play games without the need to scroll through the goddamn
inventory.. Does this DLC work? Yes.
Do the paint jobs look nice? Yes.
Are they worth the price? Well, it depends on how much you pay and how much you use it, so my advice is to buy the one paint
job pack you like the most.

However, it only works with all trucks as long as you do not change your chassis to a 8x chassis.
It is technically "all trucks", since they all can have other chassis then 8x, but as player you whould expect that it works with any
truck as long as you do not use a mod.. Video - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8G-d9Q0zG8g

Video 2 - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eI2NQViFQgE

"A Moment Doesn't Lose It Beauty Just Because It's Over"

Pros:
- Wonderful Graphics
- Amazing colors and sounds
- Pretty Story
- Nice music

Cons:
- Slow Walking
- 20 euro

Note: 9.5/10. Thank you for your hardwork! I ve been waiting for this game since freak quency. Played it, loved the story It was
nice to see old characters from the past game. Cant wait for your future projects. *-* <3. No story
No Tactics
No Realism
No scores
No teamplay
Just plain old mindless shooting!

. Good, short game. Simple mechanics, a story driven game that is pretty linear, only 2 options for each event, so 2 playthroughs
will one hundred % complete the game. Well made, easily worth $2.
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